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Abstract—Bitcoin is decentralized cryptocurrency which has
recently become increasingly popular all over the world.
Blockchain works as a public ledger to record all transactions in
Bitcoin system. A transaction to transfer bitcoins includes a set
of inputs and outputs, with its unique hash value. However, the
owners of transferred bitcoins can only sign on the transaction
to provide integrity for its content without guarantee for its
output script. This is considered as transaction malleability in
Bitcoin system, which allows an attacker to intercept, modify, and
rebroadcast a transaction into the Bitcoin network. This attack
deceives the transaction issuer into believing that the original
transaction failed to be recorded in blockchain. The vulnerability
has been utilized by attackers leading a bankruptcy of the largest
Bitcoin exchange at that time. To avoid this situation happens
again, we present an efficient strategy to secure user wallet in
this paper. Our scheme confirms success of a transaction not
only relying on its unique hash value, but also relying on the
address balance it spends. This strategy doesn’t add too much
complexity and is easy to implement in existing wallets. It is
resistant to transaction malleability and helps Bitcoin users to
protect their property from malicious entities.

Index Terms—Bitcoin; transaction malleability; Bitcoin wallet;
cryptocurrency

I. INTRODUCTION

Since first introduced by Nakamoto in 2008, Bitcoin has

become the representative of distributed digital currency[1]. It

provides a convenient service to make transactions between

anybody on the globe with high speed and low fees. Recently,

It has become more and more popular in the lives of ordinary

people, with a market capitalization of over 60 billion dollars.

Bitcoin transactions transfer from person to another through a

peer-to-peer network instead of centralized banking systems.

Everyone in Bitcoin network is able to reserve the complete

transaction database on their local storage and verify the

legality of the transaction by themselves without trusting

anyone for information integrity or authenticity. A transaction

needs a signature from its legal customer to be valid, which

represents the ownership of these bitcoins has been transferred

from the customer to another one. Then it is going to be

spread to the whole network until it is included by a valid

block. The nodes who received this message send it to other

nodes connecting with them until all the nodes receive it in the

Bitcoin network. Adding transaction records into blockchain

is considered as mining because of getting rewards. But more

accurate explanation is that the node who contributes com-

puting power to find a new block will verify each transaction

Fig. 1. Sketch map of Bitcoin blockchain

included and provide security service for Bitcoin system. The

node which contributes more power has a better odd to receive

newly minted coins as a reward[2]. Each node tries to solve

a computationally difficult puzzle for issuing newly generated

coins. Mining can be used to add transactions to the blockchain

and resist double-spending. Transactions get confirmed only if

they have been recorded into the blockchain and later found

blocks have been appended to the block which they lie in.

Every block is linked together to form the blockchain. Each

block includes a hash referencing to its precursor block. Every

node is able to maintain a blockchain which is updated through

collecting transactions and blocks which is not included in the

blockchain. Fig 1 shows the linking relation among blocks

through their precursor block’s hash value as the sketch map

of Bitcoin blockchain.

Everyone participant in Bitcoin transactions is represented

by a pseudonym, called address. A Bitcoin address is hashed

from the public key which is derived from elliptic curve digital

signature algorithms (ECDSA)[3]. To obtain a Bitcoin address,

we apply RIPMED160 and SHA256 hashing algorithm to a

public key respectively. After concatenated with a checksum,

it is encoded into a fixed format string through a modified

Base58 encoding method[4]. A Bitcoin address is an identi-

fier with 25-34 characters comprising upper and lower case

characters with numbers. Bitcoin addresses usually start with

number ’1’, and comprise 33 to 34 characters totally. To get

better readability, there is no similar characters appearing in

an address, such as upper case of ’I’, lower case ’l’, number

’O’ and upper case ’O’.

A Bitcoin wallet generates ECDSA key pairs and Bitcoin

addresses offline following the hashing and encoding rules.

Since it’s easy to create the addresses with many tools included

in the original Bitcoin client, people is advocated to use as

many addresses as he can to receive bitcoins from different

transactions. A wallet preserves public and private key pairs

owned by its user and records transactions related to its
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addresses. Addresses acting as account are used to get coins

from others while private keys are used to spend coins to

others. Payers request for addresses from payees to transfer

bitcoins and sign on transaction messages with their private

keys.

The address balances can only be modified through legal

transactions. Transactions use their own SHA256 hash as

their identifer. Signature can only guarantee the content in

a transaction due to various form of Bitcoin script for the

same funcion. The possible vulnerability can be utilized by

an attacker to modify a transaction different from the original

one but spending the same inputs. This will cheat users to

construct another transaction for the previous payment.

To help users manage their bitcoins resistant to transaction

malleability, we give a new method based on passphrase to

enhance security of software wallets . It not only utilizes the

hash of a transaction to confirm its completion, but also queries

the address balance in case of double payment. Therefore,

users have a smaller risk of losing the ownership of their

bitcoins caused by transaction malleability.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Related work

about Bitcoin wallet is outlined in Section 2. The mechanism

resulting in transaction malleability in Bitcoin is detailed in

Section 3. Then we presented our strategy to enhance Bitcoin

wallets in Section 4. We give a conclusion of this paper in

Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

It is the first time that transaction malleability attracted

public attention in 2010[5], but is considered as a minor

inconvenience instead of a vulnerability[6]. It has not attracted

too much attention from public Since it is not considered as

a serious vulnerability.

Andrychowicz and Dziembowski concentrate on transaction

malleability in contracts and a two-party computation protocol

which is built upon Bitcoin protocl[7][8]. A fair coin toss

can be realized according to their schemes based on Bitcoin

transactions, the same to an auction system and a decentral-

ized voting systems[9]. They also proposed a solution for

transaction malleability through eliminating the parts of the

transaction that can lead to malleability. Their method removes

an important script from the transaction before the hash of the

transaction is computed. The drawback of their approach is

the removal of this important information that is signed by the

owner. At the same time, they didn’t extend their observations

in other fields, except for contracts and two-party computation

protocols.

Decker and Wattenhofer delved into transaction malleability

and the Mt. Gox issue in paper[10]. They analyzed large

amount of transactions recorded in the blockchain to identify

double spending attacks and tried to investigate whether at-

tackers utilized transaction malleability to gain much profit

before the Mt. Gox incident. They only presented a case

study without proposing a solution to eliminate transaction

malleability.

Rajput presented a modification in Bitcoin protocol which

eliminates transaction malleability problem in paper [11]. They

excluded the input script from a transaction to generate a hash

value, which works as the identifier of the whole transaction.

Even if someone modifies the input script of a transaction, the

hash value still remains the same as the original transation.

Then they proposed another solution to combine the hash of

the transaction without the signature script and the hash of the

whole transaction to form the transaction ID[12]. However,

their solutions are not compatible to exiting Bitcoin protocol

and will lead to a fork in Bitcoin blockchain.

Wuille presented many ad-hoc approaches to eliminate

this issue, through regulation of the syntax used in Bit-

coin transactions[13]. He gave some sources of malleability,

like Non-DER encoded ECDSA signatures, inherent ECDSA

signature malleability, and non-push operations in scriptSig.

Some new rules are introduced to mitigate transaction mal-

leability by Wuille. In order to eliminate the sources of

transaction malleability mentioned above, these new rules that

should be adopted enforce procedures. However, the negative

effect of this solution is that it will cause a hardfork change

which would make blocks of version 2 entirely invalid when

blocks of version 3 in the past 1,000 blocks reach 95% or

higher. There is still a lack of formal argument, even though

this new approach could make sense in practice.

Eventually, malicious entities make use of transaction mal-

leability will result in a double spending attack to get profit.

There has been a related class of double spending attacks and

it has attracted much attention from public. In some other

cases, the malicious entity constructs two different transactions

with the same input to defraud the payee. Karame first

delved into the problem in fast payment, in which payee will

accept non-confirmed transactions[14]. Rosenfeld revealed that

coupling with computational resources can make it easier to

launch an attack for double spending[15]. Bamert disclosed

the message propagation mechanism to improve the security

in fast payment scenario[16].

III. TRANSACTION MALLEABILITY

It is known to us all that a small change will have a big

impact on its hash value. The hash value of a transaction acts

as an identifier of this transaction as mentioned above. The

hash value will become completely different when someone

replaces some of the details in the transaction. Then, transac-

tion malleability can be utilized by attackers who intercept

a transaction from network, tempers with its input script

and rebroadcasts the changed transaction. It generates an

alternative transaction with different identifier and the same

content with original transaction.

A. Bitcoin Transaction

Bitcoin works on a peer-to-peer network with a large

amount of nodes taken over by different owners. All nodes

work together to maintain a public ledger which records all the

transaction history of Bitcoin users. Each user can constructs

any number of addresses arbitrarily for Bitcoin transactions.
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Fig. 2. Bitcoin transactions and the chain of transactions

A Bitcoin address work as an account to receive coins which

is derived form a public key of ECDSA. Its private key is

utilized to sign on a transaction which spend bitcoins belong

to the address. Only if legal transactions has been recorded in

the blockchain, the address balances can be changed.

Bitcoin addresses are used as destinations in a transaction

showing where the bitcoins go to and as pockets where the

bitcoins being stored. A Bitcoin address can be generated by

hashing from a ECDSA public key for two times. Nobody has

the right to consume the bitcoins associated with this address

except for the one owning the private key corresponding to

this address. A Bitcoin transaction input consists of a hash

pointing to a previous transaction and an index pointing to an

output address. Its output includes an address where bitcoins to

transfer and an amount how much to pay. Bitcoin transactions

form a transaction chain through their related inputs and

outputs, as illustrated in Fig 2.

Each transaction is identified by its unique hash as iden-

tification. Every input referenced to an output address in

a previous transaction which has not been used before. If

a transaction includes an input pointing to an output of a

previous transaction which is spent in another transaction,

it will be regarded as invalid and discarded by miners. No

inputs can be used twice if it has been included in existing

transactions because this will be considered as a double spend

attack. Since nobody is able to sign on a transaction without

the private key associate with the input, Signatures can be

regarded as a legal authority by its owner to transfer bitcoins.

B. Bitcoin Scripts

A transaction output consists of a claiming condition and the

amount. The claiming condition is written in a script language

which expresses the condition to claim coins belonging to the

output. A claiming script is contained in a transaction input

which is used to verify the validity of this transaction. There

is also a hash and an index which specify the output it claims.

Bitcoin uses a scripting language to express the claiming

conditions and its corresponding claiming scripts. The script-

ing language which is a stack based non-Turing complete

language can transfer bitcoins in many complex situations.

Bitcoin transactions are constructed with standard claiming

condition and claiming script in most cases. The public key

Fig. 3. The standard form of claiming condition and claiming script in
general transactions

corresponding to the input address and a legal signature made

by its private key both need to be included in a claiming script.

It is usually that scriptPubKey represents the standard claiming

condition and scriptSig represents the standard claiming script.

An instance of the standard claiming condition and claiming

script is shown in Fig 3.

Bitcoin stores a script including the function commands on

a stack upon execution. If the top stack item of a transaction

returns true, the transaction is verified valid. Otherwise it

will be regarded as invalid. To verify whether a transaction

redeems its inputs correctly, we construct a combined script

by appending the scriptPubKey of the referenced output to

the scriptSig of the redeeming input. The outcome is either

true or false after executing a Bitcoin script. The transaction is

verified to be valid in case that there is no errors and executing

successfully. Otherwise, the transaction is considered as invalid

after the verification and it will be discarded from the mining

pool.

C. Malleability Attack

The transaction malleability is caused by the fact that the

signature can not provide integrity of the scriptSig. There

are many ways to encode the claiming script with the same

function. For example, OP PUSHDATA2 can be used to push

a public key on the stack instead of the opcode OP 0. 0x48

〈sig〉 0x41 〈pubKey〉 can be replaced by 0x4D4800 〈sig〉
0x4D4100 〈pubKey〉 in a claiming script. Both of the signature

forms are valid with different hashes to identify the identical

transaction.

For example, if a Bitcoin user A wants to transfer bitcoins

m to another user B, she generates a transaction T , signs on

it with her private key and broadcast T to other members.

Anyone is able to receive transaction T , temper with its script

to generate another transaction T ′ and rebroadcast T ′ instead

of original transaction T . T ′ has the same inputs, outputs and

signatures as original transaction T , but owns a definitely

different hash value which is used to identified a specific

transaction. These two different transactions compete in the

whole network to be included in a new valid block first. The

original transaction T will be discarded in case that transaction

T ′ wins the competition. A may consider transaction has failed

to transfer bitcoins m to B since T and T ′ has different hash,

but m has been transferred by transaction T ′ successfully in

fact.

Since Bitcoin allows more complicated transaction forms

than those in the standard format mentioned above, there is

another way to utilize transaction malleability. Specifically,
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Fig. 4. Transaction status queried on blockchain.info

assume that σ is not a standard claiming script as mentioned

in last subsection. The simplest way to generate an alternative

transaction is to add dummy opcodes PUSH and POP. This

will also alter hash of the transaction without any changes in

its content. Paper [10] and [13] detailed several different ways

to utilize transaction malleability.

IV. WALLET SCHEME

User wallets give a good assistance to manage private keys

and confirm completion of transactions. Adversaries could

easily construct two distinct transactions with identical content

and different hashes through transaction malleability. It will

mislead the user into thinking that the transaction is unsuc-

cessful and do another payment. To mitigate this problem, we

proposed a wallet strategy relying on both transaction hash

and address balance to enhance transaction confirmation.

A. Transaction Confirmation

There are no notifications for users to confirm completion

of transactions in Bitcoin. After authorizing a transaction Tx

with a signature σ on it, the wallet broadcasts the transaction

Tx into the Bitcoin network and waits for in to be included

in blockchain. Data on the blockchain is public to all its

users and everyone has access to query it. Until the wallet

finds certain blocks appended on the block containing the

transaction Tx it just broadcasted, it confirms this transaction

Tx has been completed. The originator of Bitcoin recommends

waiting until 6 blocks to be appended on the blockchain. Fig 4

shows a transaction status which has received 6 confirmations

through the website blockchain.info[17].

In our scheme, this mechanism is still utilized in the first

phase for a transaction confirmation. We use the hash of it

as transaction ID to recognize whether it is included in the

blockchain.

B. Balance Query

Besides the transaction hash, address balance is considered

as an efficient way to confirm completion of a transaction in

case of transaction malleability.

As usual in daily life, we spend coins in our pocket wallet to

buy goods from markets. In the case that we don’t remember

whether we have paid for commodity or there is a dispute,

Fig. 5. Address balance queried on blockchain.info

what will we do? Looking into wallet to check our balance

should be the prior choice for most of us.

A user wallet can obtain which address it’s going to spend

from the transaction input referencing to its predecessor trans-

action and its index. After querying the transaction hash in the

blockchain, the user wallet should also query the balance of

corresponding addresses to judge whether its bitcoins has been

spent. If the appropriate amount is deducted from the address

balance, we will check where the coins go. Otherwise, we

will keep waiting for the confirmation of transactions. The

address balance is available in the blockchain data on local

storage or on some public website like blockchain.info[17]

and blockexplorer.com[18], shown as Fig 5.

C. Update Transaction Record

Each transaction is stored in a fixed format by the wallet.

After broadcasting a transaction to its neighbors directly,

the wallet queries the public blockchain over a fixed period

whether it has been recorded through its hash. Until there

has been six blocks appended to the block including this

transaction, the wallet confirm this transaction has completed.

In another case, the transaction indexed by the hash in wallet

has not been confirmed for a long time, but the address balance

it transfers has been deducted. We look up the blockchain for

which transaction spent the coins belong to these addresses.

Then we check the content of the latter transaction to see

whether it is the same as the original one. If both of the

two transactions have the same inputs and outputs, we think

of them as the same transaction. The record of the original

transaction is replaced by the new one and its status turns into

confirmation.

Since all the transactions in the blockchain has been verified

by the whole Bitcoin network, the new transaction different

from the original one must be signed legally. It could be

accepted by our wallets just with another identify hash.

Furthermore, we can discover tempering transaction incident

has happened through transaction malleability. Nevertheless,

there is no impact on our wallet no matter it is on purpose or

an accident.

V. CONCLUSION

Bitcoin is an outstanding cryptocurrency amongst other

digital currencies, but has a risk to lose money caused by
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transaction malleability. Bitcoins worth millions of dollars

was stolen due to transaction malleability. It has caused

serious property loss of Bitcoin users and attracted much

attention. Some different schemes to overcome this difficulty

have been proposed, but each of these systems has its own

deficiency. We delve into the principle of Bitcoin transactions

and various attacks because of transaction malleability. In

order to solve this issue, we proposed an efficient strategy

to eliminate transaction malleability. Our scheme combined

transaction hash and address balance to confirm completion of

transactions. This manner will not only detect attacks through

transaction malleability, but also resist such attacks. Our wallet

scheme is compatible with existing Bitcoin network and easy

to implement or upgrade existing wallet program.
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